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What’s new?

Here we are with another great addition on how to create helpful content for your users. Here we are with another great addition on how to create helpful content for your users. In addition to Guides and Announcements, you now have the option to create a new content type called Tooltips.

What is it?

Tooltips allow you to explain elements of the underlying application. Tooltips can be attached to any element of the underline application. They provide descriptions or explanations for their paired element, without the need to use other lengthy manuals or further documentation.

With tooltips, you can add additional information to an element such as a button or a form. You can support your users whilst they are working, by informing them what happens next, what something means, or how something works without disrupting the flow of using the underline app.

What does this mean?

- For users, this means there will be additional valuable info shown when hovering over the respective element.

- For you, we designed tooltips in a way that ensures they are easier and faster to create, with no code required and creatable in a few clicks within the Editor

What to expect?

We are releasing Tooltips as a Beta to you, meaning we are still adding and tweaking functionality. Our aim is to create the most valuable and enjoyable experience for you. Tooltips are fully functional and here to stay, and there is more to come. Check out this article to learn how to create Tooltips.